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time saving abrasives



Safeguard your investment 
with regular maintenance.
Despite the fact that stainless steel is many times more re-

sistant against natural elements compared to traditional 

steel, it is not entirely maintenance free. It is important 

that the piece of work, the furniture or the structure is kept 

clean and that flash rust is removed frequently. Regular 

maintenance protects your investment for deteriora-

tion, which can influence the mechanical strength of the 

construction.

InoxiClean Vienna Chalk 300 g code: PV103

PRODUCTION

InoxiClean Chalk
Cleaning powder for after polishing. Remove polish oil and fingerprints from the 

polished workpiece effortlessly and without scratches. This product should be used 

in combination with a clean microfiber cloth. 



MAINTENANCE

InoxiClean Foam 400 ml  code: FOAMIC

InoxiClean Foam
Versatile cleaning product for polished stainless steel and other high gloss surfaces. 

Removes dirt, oil and finger prints without scratching the surface, fast and without 

leaving stripes.

InoxiClean Spray 400ml code: SPIC

InoxiClean Spray
Removes finger prints, dirt and oil remnants from brushed stainless steel, metal, 

laminated plastic, ceramic tiles, etc., in a fast and effortless manner. Lends a smooth 

and immaculate finish to the surface, and applies a thin protective film which ef-

fectively combats the adherence of new contamination.
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InoxiClean Restore 5 l code: ICRE/5000

InoxiClean Restore Kit 500 ml code: ICRE/SET

InoxiClean Restore 500 ml code: ICRE/500

RESTORATION

InoxiClean Restore
Removes corrosion, dirt and oil on stainless steel, aluminium and copper in a fast 

and safe manner. Brings back the original lustre and appearance of the material. 

100% biodegradable.

Can be used for:

Industrial kitchens, facade renovation, swimming pools, outdoor furniture, industrial 

bakeries, maintenance of machinery, rims and vehicle exhausts, maritime renovation, etc.

CONSUMABLES

Tex 00 sheet 140 x 100

code: T/00/140100

Tex handle

code: HG12080

Microfiber cloth extra fine

code: ICMV/XF/400400

Microfiber cloth fine

code: ICMV/F/400400
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